50 Ideas for Better British Cities

URBAN CRISIS, URBAN HOPE - A MANIFESTO FOR URBAN POLICY
Urban Crisis, Urban Hope is a new book offering insights and proposals on key urban policy
issues from academics, practitioners and policymakers. Their shared goal was to identify how
we might make British cities better places for communities and people. In Urban Crisis, Urban
Hope the editors1 set out not simply to profile the problems of urban life in the UK, but to
advance exciting ideas, possible experiments and evidence-based solutions that could, often
at little cost, rehumanise city life as so many people now crave. The pandemic of 2020 is
generating a wide range of human costs and will continue to do so for years to come, but the
urban lockdown that tens of millions faced in Spring 2020 also brought a pause to the frenetic
pace, work-focused and profit-focused nature of city life. Neighbourhoods and streets
became relatively car-free zones, many time-poor commuters became housebound but timerich, and frequently neighbours became more available and supportive of those close by.
Others, however, were at the mercy of intransigent employers and landlords, or excluded
from public spaces because activities that underpinned their wellbeing had ceased. Pushing
many people indoors re-emphasised existing inequalities. This included the strongly varying
experiences of renters and owners, the wealthy and the poor, and of minority ethnic
communities, and the variations in services and support that those in longstanding poorer
regions endured. These differing experiences, positive and negative, have prompted much
thought about what a different set of economic priorities and more pro-social lifetime
commitments could bring to urban life. A focus on these problems should be a spur to action,
a recognition that financialised, privatised, alienating city landscapes and experiences need
to be addressed. Even better, we increasingly see that they can be addressed. This brief
document lists the key ideas that each of our contributors identified, ordered according to
where action must be taken. As cities in the UK and globally face another financial, economic,
political and social crisis we submit these proposals to offer hope for a better urban future.
We invite you to engage with us in changing our urban agendas.
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Actions for Central Government
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Replace the objective of economic growth with the objective of growing social
capital across government policy.
Put sustainability at the heart of policymaking and assess all policies against
social outcomes.
Develop a cross-government plan to ensure everyone has access to good food
and nobody goes to bed hungry, with a clear target of halving household food
insecurity by 2025 and a goal of zero hunger in the United Kingdom within ten
years.
Understand how community well-being can be supported through policy, and
enact supporting policies.
Undertake concerted public investment in housing. Instead of spending billions
on helping existing homebuyers, a significant switch should be made to
commit to a 20-year programme to build 3.1 million homes for social rent,
including 100,000 new council homes a year.
Tackle structural inequalities, recognising that quality of life is unevenly
distributed along racial lines and affirming the human rights of people who live
in polluted areas.
Ensure the education system and national curriculum teaches the dangers of
urban pollution and informs urban citizens of their rights not to live in polluted
environments. Invest NHS funds in promoting solutions to problems of poor
air quality.
Reinvest in local and national services. This is needed to manage, respond to
and prevent violence in cities, redressing the impact of budget cuts which have
had a lasting impact on charities for the homeless, women’s refuges,
community centres, and police, probation and prisons.
Remove the Local Housing Allowance (LHA) cap for people living in private
rented housing, which will not only ensure that the benefit adequately covers
rent but will prevent discrimination by private landlords against people
receiving LHA.
Develop a more effective regulatory regime for all landlords.
Provide funding to help revive independent tenant organisations to improve
community participation and cohesion.
Provide local authorities with adequate funding to provide independent
housing and necessary social support through Housing First and similarly
successful local programmes.
Reform private renting by introducing rent control and scrapping ‘no-fault’
evictions.
Develop overarching national policies that prioritise young people, such as
Wales’s Well-being of Future Generations Act.
Introduce a Community Right to Buy to give communities first refusal when a
piece of land is put on the market, and to buy land that is abandoned,
neglected or causing harm to the environmental well-being of the community.
Reverse all funding cuts for green and open spaces and restore local planning
authorities’ financial stability and their ability to spend on landscape projects.
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Legislate for green infrastructure to be required in all new and retrofitted
development, and allow planning authorities to legally challenge developers
who attempt to dodge their environmental responsibilities.
Planning laws should make preserving and enhancing biodiversity and
bioabundance an obligation.
Match capital funding with revenue funding across government programmes
wherever possible, ensuring that investment in improvements to places also
includes investment in the people who will look after those places in the future
and bring them to life.
Test ways to couple universal basic services with a new Universal Basic Income.
Give citizens more say in the services they receive by financing them to make
their own choices about how they work while providing the stability of a
guaranteed level of basic services.
Begin a consistent and comprehensive devolution of powers and resources to
cities and localities in order to make elected representatives accountable to
their local constituents and responsive to their needs.
Give new parents the best start by reintroducing critical services and
integrating measures that help support and integrate new parents and
improve health and education outcomes (building on the experience of Sure
Start).
Legislate to help retain public land for public use and the common good in
perpetuity by maintaining the freehold of land in public ownership to protect
council estates against privatisation, and retain public land for council house
building.
Devise national policies to fully support Community Land Trusts – allowing us
to work around the dominance of profit motives by taking property and land
out of the market.
Reform national taxation of property to take into account actual values and
develop new legislation on land value capture that enables local communities
to recover and reinvest land value increases for public benefit.
Develop national and regional land-use strategies to include green belts and
their use as food production spaces, encouraging and incentivising uses and
forms of management that put local people in control and meet local needs.

Actions for National Public Services and NGOs
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Create an Incredible Edible Health Service, with community kitchens in health
centres and edible landscaping in hospitals.
Make environmental education and championing a key element of all public
sector work/funding, and legislate to move private business into more
ecologically sustainable practices.
Embed tackling inequality into the work of public agencies by implementing
the socio-economic duty established in the 2010 Equality Act, to ensure that
strategic decisions take account of the need to reduce inequalities in outcome
that derive from socio-economic disadvantage.

30.

Test more innovative approaches to unlock private capital for local social good,
alongside government funding programmes that actively pursue best practice
based on evidence and experience.

Actions for Urban Leaders – Mayors, Councillors and Chief Officers
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Design and implement a strategy to end the need for food banks, working with
third-sector and community organisations to ensure that people experiencing
financial crisis have appropriate advice and cash entitlements.
Introduce a right to public space, a shared set of rights of access to, and use of,
public open space that apply whoever owns it.
Fully implement the real Living Wage for all local authority staff and ensure
that all who provide council services are paid the real Living Wage, including
care workers, school staff and waste collection workers.
Put people at the heart of place stewardship and involve them in the coproduction of new projects and the management and maintenance of their
local environments.
Create ‘place directorates’, removing silos within local authorities and
rebuilding officer teams around balanced placemaking principles and a social
ethos.
Encourage diversity in ‘White spaces’, ensuring that urban green spaces are
open and welcoming to all.
Create an edible public realm, handing over areas of public land to community
groups to grow and share food.
Plan for food growing in new developments, adopting the Garden City principle
of space for food growing around homes.
Focus local authority land management on maximising biodiversity and
bioabundance, ensuring that it is only damaged when absolutely necessary,
and boosted whenever possible.
Local authorities should promote active transport (walking and cycling), public
transport (including free buses) and provision of car clubs, and they should
open up the streets and public parking spaces freed up by such policies for
community uses such as playgrounds, food-growing, tree-planting and
socialising.
Establish Citizens’ Assemblies in towns and cities to discuss and agree priorities
for the future of council services and how they should be funded. These can
work alongside elected local politicians in making decisions about urban
affairs.
Encourage and support local Fairness Commissions in each town and city to
ensure that public services benefit those who most need support and to
identify innovations.
Enrich social infrastructure, investing in the community-based networks and
organisations that provide social support and take the pressure off frontline
services.
Promote active citizenship through access to information, social networking
and developing civic capacities. Urban government should support local

45.

citizens to build their own agency so that they can actively make changes in
their lives and their neighbourhoods.
Encourage values-based collaborations with the full participation of councillors
and officers where invited. Their focus and purpose should be decided
democratically and reported regularly to full council meetings in public.

Ideas for Cities – Mayors, Community Leaders
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Listen to families and communities by encouraging the active participation of
local communities in decision-making about the solutions and perceived
obstacles to reducing violence. Fund relevant services sufficiently to enable
them to support and empower local communities to participate in debates on
violence in cities.
Develop collaborative partnerships and integrate them into public policy
through a network of agencies working collaboratively. Address violence
holistically through joint working by support services in housing, education,
family, employment and health using shared agendas and approaches.
Citizens, including those under voting age, need to have genuine political
power – in a democracy everyone should matter politically. Citizens’
Assemblies and similar projects should be encouraged with a particular role for
young people to show they count.
At the city/neighbourhood level we should develop schemes to support young
people to design new community spaces, and also to build them, power tools
and all. Finding small pots of cash to invest in these kinds of projects could pay
real dividends.

Actions for Community Groups and Neighbourhoods
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Develop grassroots alliances to tackle poverty and food insecurity. Support
people with lived experience of food poverty to take on governance roles.
Shift the focus of help for people experiencing food poverty away from
emergency food aid towards approaches that tackle the underlying drivers of
poverty.
All who work with people experiencing food poverty should affirm the dignity
and equality of people who are going hungry.

Action at the Level of the Individual
53.

54.

Individuals can make a massive difference to local urban environments by
choosing public over private transport, reducing plastic consumption and
assisting in local ecological and conservation projects.
Vote, participate, act and generally get involved!
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